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SOIS

him a COl'd1al welcome and assure him of our good wishes and
prayers.

Our former dean, Dr. John H. C. Fritz, has now relinquished
his office, which he filled in so efliclent and faithful a manner for
the past twenty years, and will devote all his time to his lecture
work in the very important branch of Homiletics, the art of
preaching. Once more we thank him for his most excellent service
to our institution for so many years and bespeak for him God's
blessing in his field of labor, which is already quite familiar to him.
Our Professor Frederick E. Mayer has rounded out twent_yfive years in the service of our Church, first as pastor of churches
in Central Illinois, then as instructor in our sister institution at
Springfield, and for the last three years as professor of theology
in our Seminary. We all rejoice that the Lord has blessed him
so richly in his work, and we implore the Head of the Church that
He will continue to bless him, and we say with David: ''Thou
blessest, 0 Lord, and it shall be blessed forever."
L F'm:umNcER

Reason or Revelation?
(COflcluded)

Satan's paramour is the mistress of a thousand wiles. We cannot conclude this study of the evils of rationalism without studying
the more subtle methods by which Satan would beguile us and
lead us away from the truth of Christ and the certainty of His
Word. If he cannot get us to falsify the Word, he will aim to keep
us from applying the Word, from exercising our faith, from putting
our sole reliance on the teaching of Scripture and the promise of
the Gospel.
.
One of the wiles which Satan's paramour employs to keep us
away from the Word and to install herself as the mistress of theology is to exhibit herself as the defender of the truth of the Christian religion. Marshaling a great array of rational proofs for it and
overstressing their value, she aims to win men for the idea that
reason is superior to revelation. We are speaking of Christian
apologetics and its abuse at the hands of Satan's paramour.
Apologetics ls a legitimate branch of Christian theology.1> It
1) We are not speaking of the Wegitimate apologetics employed by
the English deists, the old rationalists, and now by the Modemista for
the purpose of demonstrating "the reasonableness of Christlanlty." We
do not agree with Georgia Harkness'• judgment ''It merits high respect."
(The Faith by wldch the ChuTCh Lives, p. 58.) Such apologetics serves
no good purpose. Making Christianity ''reasonable" ls divesting it of
its essential teachings. The doctrine of Christ ls "reasonable" onlY if
Christ is divested of His deity. ''Resurrection" becomes ''reasonable"
only when it ls denied.
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serves a good purpose In placing before the unbeliever the "evidences of Christianity," the philosophical arguments for the mmtence of God, the rational proofs for the divine origin and nature
of Holy Scripture (its style, its contents, the fnlftlment of Its
prophecies, its blessed effect on Individuals and nations, etc.), for
immortality and an eternal life, etc. Make him listen to these arguments of reason and philosophy, and "ftflonczblc reason will be
forced to conclude that Holy Scripture is of divine origin and to
confess that it is more reasonable to admit this than to deny it"
(F. Pieper, Chr. Dogmatik, I: 375). And if he will not admit it, his
unbelief is unmasked as being not only unreasonable but IWIO dishonest. It is dishonest for a man to pretend that intellectual difficulties stand in the way of his acceptance of the teachings of
Christianity when all that stands in the way is his hatred of these
teachings. And that is always the case. See John 3:20 and 5:40.
The pride of the unbeliever needs to be put down. And the flesh
of the Christian, which makes common cause with the scoffing unbeliever, needs the same treatment. (See Pieper, l. cit, p. 378.)
Apologetics serves a good purpose.
But do not attach too much importance to it. Satan's paramour
would have us do that, but here, as always, she makes fools of her
dupes. Those who imagine that they can win men for Chrfstianity
through rational argumentation and set out to establish the truth
of any Christian teaching by proof from reason and philosophy, are
engaged in futile work. These proofs cannot produce the true
faith, fides divinci. At best they can produce a fide• humana.
At best- commonly they do not produce even this. Philosophical dissertations seem to be unable to produce firm, unwavering convictions. When men engage in disputations on the basis of
reason, the disputations usual]y are endless. Reason has the habit
of siding with both parties to an argument. Dr. Walther makes
this strong statement: "Nur Gottes Wort gibt Gewissheit. Wu
aus der Vemunft kommt, kann auch mit der Vemunft bestritten
werden." (Proceedings, Svn. Conference, 1884, p. 49.) When God
speaks, the matter is settled. But when men agree to argue on the
basis of reason, the opponent will usually have an answer to what
the proponent offers as an invincible argument. No two schools
of philosophy will agree. Often the philosopher will not agree
with himself. Kant was able to prove and to disprove the same
thing, and he is the prince of philosophers. If you think that
Walther's statement ''What reason asserts may also be denied by
reason" is too strong, read what Francis Bowen writes in Modem
Philosophy, p. 233 f.: ''We find ourselves involved in what Kant calls
the Antinomy of Pure Reason, or Conftict of Transcendental Ideas,
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whereby the doctrine which we seek to eatabUab. denominated the
them, and ita opposite, or cont:radlctory, cloctrlne, denominated the
antltbesla, are both found to rest on demonstrative, or incontrovertible, arguments, leaving us utterly at a laa which to choose
between them. Thus, we seek to prove, first, the thesis, namely,

that the world had a beginning In time and ia also llmited in regard to apace; and we succeed In doing so to our entire aatisfactlon.
But then we are dismayed to find that the antithesis, or contradictory doctrine, that the world had no beginning in time and bu
no limits in apace but is infinite in regard both to time and apace,
may also be perfectly made out by equally aatiafactory arguments. . • . I will give a specimen of this fencing with contradictory
arguments. The thesis that the world had a beginning in time
la thus proved. • . . We prove the antithesis thus," etc. It is not
worth while to write out the arguments. You may not agree with
aome of the argumentation. But you have seen that the philosophers agree with Walther's statement. Emil Brunner also
agrees with it. ''Who will prove to be right in the end, the realist
or the idealist, the pantheist or deist or theist, I do not know. Nobody does know'' (reason being the guide), "and I have good
grounds for believing that their quarrels will remain unsettled till
doomsday. For, of course, they cannot be settled. It seems to me
to be characteristic of the human situation that with an equal
stringency of logic you can defend one standpoint as well as the
other. In any period when metaphysics is alive, it is alive in every
one of ita different types." ( The Word and the WMZd, p.15.)
Philosophical arguments and proofs of reason do not accomplish very much in the way of producing firm convictions. What
about the proofs of God's existence? "The ontological proof argues
from the existence of the idea of God in man to the actuality of
His existence." But if a man is not willing to believe in the existence of God, he will have a counter-argument ready. ''Was aua
der Vemunft kommt, kann auch mit der Vemunft bestritten werden." Joseph Stump lists and presents those arguments and adds:
"None of these arguments is actually demonstrative and coercive.
One who denies that there is a God cannot by means of these
arguments be compelled to acknowledge God's existence." (The
Chriatia.n Faith, p. 34.) 2 > L. Boettner tells us the same, partly in
2) Dilcuuing these arguments, Dr. Pieper said: ''Man muss aolche
Bewel.se fuer du Dasein Gottea nlcbt uebencbaetzen. Wir gruenden

innerhalb der Klrcbe unsem Glauben an Gott nicbt, und zwar aucb nlcbt

zwn Tell, auf diese Beweise. Wlr gebraucben d1ese Bewe1se nur 1m
apologeUacben Intense: wenn die unvemuenftlge Vemunft, sei es bel
una, sel ea bel andem, aich geltend macbt." (From a ltudent's notebook.) We use them only to show that "it la more reasonable to admit
than to deny" the existence of God.
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the same words: ''The attempt to prove the divine origin of the
Bible from these external criteria is a1mllar to that of proving the
existence of God from the external world. We may cite 1he ontological, the teleological, the cosmologic:al, and the moral arsuments, and the evidence seems convincing enough to the bellever.
Yet none of these arguments are demonstrative and coerclve, and
they usually leave the skeptics unconvinced. When we consent
to stake the authority of Scripture on external arguments, we are
consenting to fight the battle on the field of our opponents' choosing, and we then simply have to make the best of a vulnerable
position." (The lnspimticm of the Scriptun,, p. 83.) Georlla
Harkness, professor of philosophy and a liberal theologian (now
professor of Applied Theology), should be in a position to speak
authoritatively on this matter. She tried out the philosophical
approach and now tells us: ''I do not propose to set forth a lilt
of arguments for the existence of God. In earlier days I was
prone to do this, and they may have some usefulness." "Studentl
in college have often told me that they were intellectually convinced of the existence of God on philosophical grounds, but that
the whole idea left tl_lem unmoved." (Op. cit., pp.134, 71.)
Are the philosophical arguments for the immortality of the soul
demonstrative and coercive? Hase, himself a rationalist, knew all
about them; the rationalists cultivated them assiduously. He says:
"Because each one of these proofs may be opposed by counterarguments, the belief in an eternal life must be based on Christ
and not on philosophical demonstrations and dubious stories. You
will, therefore, find a more vigorous faith in the hut of the poor
peasant than in the lecture-halls of great philosophers." (See
Pieper, op. cit., DI: 619.) Cicero lets Atticus study Plato's proofs,
turn away disappointed, and say: ''Nescio, quomodo, dum lego,
adsentior; cum posui librum et mecum ipse de immortalitate
animorum coepi cogitare, adsensio omnis ilia elabitur." (Tu,c. Diq.,
Lib. I.) And that represents a universal experience (Cicero then
takes up the proof, and his arguments convince as little u those
of Plato). Left to its own devices, reason seldom gets beyond doubl
You do not get very far with arguments of reason. Karl
Scheele, a Lutheran theologian, gives us the reason for this. "All
assurance of the truth of Christianity which is based on scientific
demonstration is human. 10ork, which can be overthrown in a moment by other 1Luman. ,aork. The only proof ls the God-given
faith." (Die tn&nken.e Wis,emchaft, p. 241.) And the philosopher
J. H. v. Kirchmann speaks in a similar strain: "Die Fundamente,
auf denen die Religionen ruhen, sind durcbaus andere als die, auf
welche die wlssenschaftliche Erkenntnis sich stuetzt; deshalb ist es
unvermeidllch, dass jede Hilfe, welche von dieser Seite der Religion
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geboten wlrd, nur den Glauben erschuettem m111111 und class, umgekehrt, Jeder Angriff von seiten der WJaenscbaft gegen den Inhalt
der Religion an dem Gemuete des Frommen so unschaedlich abprallt wle dle Hiebe mit scharfen Schwertem gegen das Spiegelbild
an der Wand. Auf diesem Wege kann der Friede zwischen Religion
Philoaophle
und
nicht erreicht werden, so sehr dies auch von den
Kirchenvaetem bis auf Hegel versucht worden 1st." (K11techismua
dff Philoaophie, p. 227.)
Rational arguments for the truth of Christianity do not, usually,
produce firm, unwavering convictions. And those that do produce
convictions - there are such arguments - produce at best only
a human conviction, fide• hum11n11. But what is needed is the
fide• diviT111, an absolute assurance of the truth of the Christian
religion that defies all the objections of philosophy and all the
sneers of Satan, an assurance, moreover, that is satisfied, fully, absolutely, satisfied, with the bare word of Scripture. And how does
God produce this fidea divina.? Through nothing else than the
bare word of Scripture. The promise of the Gospel produces saving faith, and the faith produced by the Word is divinely convinced that the Word, every word of Scripture, is the divine truth.
So if you want to gain men's assent, assent based on real conviction, to the teachings of Christianity, preach the word of Scripture to them. Preach it, proclaim it, - and your work is done.
The declarations and assertions of Scripture need not be bolstered
up by arguments drawn from reason. The fides diuin11 is not produced, neitl&eT is it supported, by philosophical and scientific demonstrations. "Wir gruenden unsern Glauben nicht, und zwar auch
nicht zum Tell, auf diese Beweise." We want to produce divine
assurance in our hearers and therefore adopt St. Paul's method:
"My speech and my preaching was not with enticing words of
man's wisdom, but in demonstration of the Spirit and of power,"
1 Cor. 2: 4. Apologetics has a legitimate function to perform, but
never forget: ''The best apology of the Christian religion is its
pTOclamation." (See Pieper, op. cit., I: 123: "In diesem Sinne ist
des Axiom gemeint 'Die beste Apologie der christllchen Religion
ist ihre Verkuendigung."') In case you still think that these external proofs are of some value, at least for confirming the Christian faith, and imagine that the axiom quoted by Pieper is the
refuge of helpless orthodoxy, you should hear how theologians of
the liberal school elaborate the axiom. Edwin Lewis: ''The voice
of the Church is prophetic. Its task is to announce, not to debate;
to take its stand on the revealed will and Word of God and declare
to the world what that will and Word are." "Your business as
a preacher is not to prove Christian truth by much elaborate
ratiocination, but to allow it through full testimony to demonstrate
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the reality of its saving power." (The Fcaida. We Declc&rw, pp.'5,
H. Kraemer: ''To demand a rational argument for faith 11
to make reason, that is, man, the standard of reference for faith
and ends in a vicious circle. Ultimate convlcticms never rest on
a universally lucid and rational argument, in any philosophy md
in any religion, and they never will" (The ChT'. M•UCIII•, etc.,
p.107.) E. S. Jones: "Afraid that the scientist will explain away
things that have become precious to us, we clasp our faith to
our bosom to protect it, forgetting that OUT' fa.Ula. doe• not neecl
pn>tec&;on, - it needa pn>clamat;on. If it is real, it is its own
protection." "Jesus used no syllogisms. He announced self-verifying truths. He did not argue them but left them to argue themselves - as light appeals to the eye, . . . as love goes straight to
the heart." (The Christ on EveT71 Road, pp. 30, 63.) What kind of
apologetics did Jesus use in dealing with the doubter? Luther:
"John 3:9. How can these things be? Reason would like to comprehend, does not want to believe. We cannot win the unbeliever
by argument, and the good cause of faith need not be upheld by
demonstration. Christ here calls Nicodemus to faith and does not
answer his question: 'How can these things be?"' (XI:1866.)1>
To sum up: Christian apologetics is a good thing; but when
men busy themselves with the "evidences of Christianity" with the
idea that they are somehow confirming the fide• divina thereby,
giving the Christian faith a needed support and winning men for
the truth, they are committing a great folly. "Nur Gottes Wort gibt
Gewissheit." And: ''The entire apologetic activity available to us
is powerless to change the human heart and win it for the Gospel
of Christ." (Pieper, op. cit., I: 72.)
They are engaged in a futile, foolish business and, more, in an
evil and harmful business. It is a subtle form of rationalism. When
H. Kramer says: "To demand a rational argument for faith Is to
make reason, that is, man, the standard of reference for faith," he
227.)

3) We must find room here for two more fine testimonies. Marcus
Dodds: ''Plato philosophizes, and a few souls seem for a moment to IN

~ more clearly; Peter preaches, and three thousand soula spring to
life.' (Quoted in W. H. Johnson, Who la Thia King of Glo1"11? j• 119.)
Ph. Mauro: "I had no notion at all that intellectual cllfBculties an questionings could be removed in any way except by being answered, one by
one, to the intellectual satisfaction of the person in whose mind they
existed, but my doubts and difficulties were not met in that way. They
were simply T'effloved when I believed in the Crucified One and accepted
Hfm as the Christ of God and as my personal Savior. The explanation
of this is that the seat of unbelief is not in the
heart,
J1ead but in the
Rom. IO: 9. It is the taiZl that is wrong; and the bristling array of cloubll
and difficulties which spring up in the mind are mere dlagu1sn and
~ supplied by the enemy of souls, behind which the unbellevinl
tries to shelter itself and to justify its unbelief. This is the explanation of those words of our Lord, who knew what was in man, 'Ye
taill not come unto Me,' John 5: 40." (The Futldc&mentals, p.112.)
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la 1pe9Jdn1 of groa ratfon•Jlsm and the llJ.esitlmate apologetlc:s of
the P'OIIS liberals. But h1a words apply also, in a degree, to those
wbll bnagJne that ratlonal 8l'IUJD8Dts will help to ,om men for any

Christian teaching. They are uJdng reason to support faith. We
heard L. Boettner say: ''When we consent to stake the authority of
Scripture on external arguments we are comenting to fight the
battle on the field of our opponent's chooslng." He goes on to say:
"These arguments in themselves are of such a nature as to invite
doubt In the unregenerate mind and they can never permanently
settle the question." And now: "When we consent to fight the
battle on these grounds, we are making a conceulon to rationalism."
We are not, Indeed, consenting to stake the authority of Scripture
on external arguments when we use them for the purpose of showing up the unreasonableness of unbelief. But take care! If you
give the impression that the truth of Scripture depends in the least
degree on the validity of your rational arguments, you are making
• concession to rationalism. We will have to agree with the judgment of a writer in the Journal of the Am. Luth. Ccm.fenmce, May,
1939, p.16: "So long as you imagine that you can formulate irrefutable proofs by means of reason, you are a rationalist, whether
your brain-child is dressed in the garb of orthodoxy or of Modernism."
Take care, lest you taint your apologetic work, legitimate in
itself and useful, with the pride of reason and thus illegitimize it.
Beware of the wiles of Satan's paramour! She would stir up our
vanity and self-esteem by persuading us that we can add to the
power of the Word by drawing on the resources of reason, our own
resources. Our proud flesh does not like to have its noblest faculty,
reason, so totally ignored. It is not willing to play the role of
a pupil who simply repeats the words of the master. What, shall
we, in dealing with the philosopher and with the scoffer, take the
position that the one and only convincing argument is this: Scripture says so? Why, he would laugh us to scom.4 >-By all means
employ Christian apologetics; employ it for the purpose of stop4) Follow Luther's advice in thJa matter: "They say the Scri_pturea
are much too feeble to overthrow heretlea; that must be done with reaaons from our brain; in that WIJ!'Y you must prove that faith is right.
Never! For our faith exceeds all reaaon and it alone la God's power.
Therefore, when people will not believe,
silent; for you are under
no obligation to compel them to regard the Scriptures u God's Book or
Word. It la sullicient if you have taken your stand on the Scriptures. ...

keep

When you meet with ~ l e who are so utterly blinded and hardened u
to deny that this la Gods Word or cut doubt upon it, just keep still;
dD not say a word to them and let them go. Only ~ this to them:
I will offer you proof enowdi from Scripture; if you wW believe it, well
and good; if you will not belleve it, I shall not offer you anything else.
But you say: ll I act thus, God's Word will make a poor showing. I say:
Leave that to God!" (IX: 1071 f.)
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ping the mouth of the braggart. But take heed lest you younelf
fall prey to the pride of reason.
And now consider the harm of attaching too much importance
to apologetics. Satan's ulterior purpose In stirring up our prideful
use of apologetics is to keep us away from Scripture. He would
have us lay aside our chief, our only weapon of spiritual warfare or
use it as little as possible. Summarizing Dr. Walther's attitude
towards science as set forth in the foreword of Lehn uftd Wehn,
Vol. 21, Dr. Pieper writes: "Science serves theology only u handmaid; if she aspires to be more, away with her. To begin with,
Scriptural theology suffers when one thinks he must help out the
word of Scripture with scientific proofs." (Op. cit., 1:210.) It will
be sufficient for our present purpose to point out, first, that such an
attitude militates against the certainty and sufficiency of Scripture.
Dr. Walther puts it this way: ''We hate this sort of apologetics with
all our heart, for it presupposes that there is something more certain than God's Word." (Lehn und WehT"e, Vol. 21, Foreword, p. 41.)
And, secondly, the more time we devote to scientific demonstration,
the less time we have for Gospel-proclamation. There must be
time given to apologetics, but give it sparingly! The one thing that
counts is Scripture. And Satan would have us use Scripture
sparingly. And any neglect of Scripture results in harm to theolOIY
and the good cause of faith.II>
5) Speaking of Christian apologetics, where do those belong who def'end the merrancy of Scripture not on the basis of the claim of Scripture
to that effect but on the basis of scientific investigation? Christian
apologetics, as we have seen, does not presume to establish the truth of
the Christian teachings but, accepting the ll"uth on the basis of Scripture,
shows the unreasonableness of the objections of reason. The W~tlmate
apologetics of the rationalists consists in making the "Christian tmchlnp palatable to reason and calls for the acceptance of these "Chriltian"
teachings because of their reasonableness. Now, why do we teach that
Scripture does not, and cannot, contain any error? Because Scripture
says so. There are theologians, however, who, while teaching the loerrancy of Scripture, will not proclaim its inerrablllty. They will not
admit a. priori that all of Scripture fs infallible. Whether the hlatoricaJ,
scientific, and similar statements of Scripture are true needs to be iovestlgated and established by the painstaking research of the theoloidan.
They find, usually, that Scripture fs right, ana they are ready to proclaim
the incrrancy of Scripture- because they have scientific proof for that.
We shall have to say that such a procedure ls not legitimate apologeUcs
but verges closely on the rationalistic kind of apologetics. We, too,
make It our business to apply the most painstaking historical research
when any historical statement of Scripture ls questioned. We do It for
the purpose named above, never with the Idea that Scripture and. IDJ
statement of Scripture needs scientific confirmation. What do you think
of the following statements? The article ''The Bible as the Word of
God," published in the Joumal of the Am.Luth.Confennce, Dec.,1938.
states: "I believe that it will be possible (partly now, ever inc:reaslnllY,
some day perhaps fully) to prove that the historical record in which God's
revelation in the narrower sense fs embedded ls, as we now have It, substantially true; that it fs found true in Its contacts with secular history;
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'l'hla does not exhaust the armory of the old evil Foe. He is
the muter of a thousand "wiles" (Eph. 8: 11- "expert methods").
He would keep us away from the Word by the more indirect
method just examined. But he also employs more direct methods,
methods fraught with infinltely greater peril. He employs the
blandishments and plausibilities of carnal reasoning to keep faith
from grasping the Word, to keep us from believing. In the opening paragraph of this study we said: "In our spiritual struggles
we are inclined to heed the insidious logic of reason more than
the sure Word of Scripture, the certain promise of the Gospel."
(P. 322.) Let us study four of these Satanic wiles 1n order to
realize the mortal danger of subtle rationalism.
There is the matter of Christian F.'BYer. We have God's gracious promise that He will hear our prayer for Jesus' sake. He
assures us that He rules the world in our interest. He pledges
Himself to do the impossible 1n order to help us. But Satan's
that it ls found true in the light of arcbeological discoveries{· • . . that
for every seeming discrepancy there is a poaltile aolutlon, a ao utlon even
probable in most instances, which squares fully with the high claims
made by Scripture for its own trustworthiness. . . ." That is substantially correct. (We object only to such phrases as "nbatantfall11 true.")
But what of this? ''There are two parts to the Bible - the human framework, or the body, and the divine aoul, which is the revelation of God
and of His will and Word in Christ. Let ua look at these two parts one
at a time. How mn. we know that the human framework of the Bible
ls true- the history, the geograpby, the biography, the science ..•?
We not onl_y may but we must stucfy these things critically, Just as we
would slmllar details in any other ancient document, to see i the Bible
statements lln! nppcwted or contnu.licted b11 lcnomn. fa.cu fn,m. other
aourc:e.. . . . Oh, what freedom came into my own aoul twelve years ago
when God drove me through doubt to the more thorough study that left
me with this settled conviction that 'the Word they still shall let remain!' • • • It is my growing conviction that it is possible to arrive at
a reuo114ble fa.Ith in the nblt4ntia.l truthfulness ol the human framework of the Bible." (Italics ours.) Theologiache Qua.rta.iachrift, April,
1939, pp.147f., passes this judgment on the above-and we must agree
with it-: "Every Christian must object most vigorously to these ■tate
ments: 'How can we know,' etc.? 'To see if the Bible statements,' etc.
The treacherous deception of this position. . . . The inerrancy of the
Bible concerning its 'human framework' does not rest on any assurance
given to our faith by God; it rests on critical investigation by man!
Although the article . . • maintains that the Bible has victoriously come
out of every critical investigation, this does not alter the case: theoretically the possibility of error is granted. • • . If these people have no
Scripture ground on which to stand, then their usump,tlon of inerrancy
ls merely a J&uman. opinion. and not an article of faith. ' In addition, we
would point out that this "reasonable faith" is not fa.Ith at all. It cannot
be a lastlng conviction. Tomorrow's scientific investigation may shatter it.
And must the Christian go without "faith" ao long as science bu not
§!Ven him assurance in a given cue? Luther says, on Gen. 11:27, 28:
'Bel Abraham verlieren sich sec:hzig Jahr'." (1:721.) The chronologist.a
have not yet found them. There seems to be something wrong with
Moses' chronology on this point. How long must I wait till I can say:
This part of the Bible is absolutely true? Am I left meanwhile to strwade
with the fearful thought that a part of the inspired Bible is unrella£ife?
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paramour takes pleasure In questlon1ng and rldlcullng tbele alorious promises. She tells us: These thlnp are UDl'NSODllblei tbllY
are impossible. Speaking through the mouth of Dr. SbaDer
Mathews, she says: "Prayer Is the uklng of favors from a deblte
personality, who, it is hoped, can be induced to do favon to the
petitioner. . . . But such an attitude Is quite Impossible for one who
in any way is acquainted with the forces of the universe and the
laws which describe their operation. The belief in cosmic reuon
and will does not yield itself to pleas for forgiveness. . . . If prayer
cannot effect changes in actual situations, what Is the use of
prayer?" (New Fa.itha for Old. See Cone. TheoL Month., VIII:MO.)
Kirsopp Lake, writing in the Atla.ntic Monthl11 of 1924, assures 1,11:
"Probably few educated men believe in the efliclency of prayer.
The laws of life - which is the will of God - are not changed In
their working by prayer, sacrifices, or fasting." Does God give
rain as a result of prayer? In 1930, the year of the drought, H. E.
Fosdick told the readers of the Chriatian. Centu'll: "Of coune
prayer does not affect the weather. . . . We can expect results In
a law-abiding universe only when we fulfil appropriate conditions
for getting them. . . . The crude, obsolete supernaturalism wblch
prays for rain is a standing reproach to our religion and will be
taken by many an intelligent mind as an excuse for saying, 'Almost
thou persuadest me to be an atheist.'" 0 > And then, even if God
could control the forces of the universe and of humanity, how could
he answer all prayer, seeing that one Christian or one group of
Christians is asking for the very opposite of what another individual
or group is praying for? The spokesmen for carnal reasons make
much of this. In the tract Shall We Stop Praying in. W11r-tim17
written during the first World War, Paul Lindemann writes: "Again
the scoffers say: 'Why, both sides cannot win. The Germans are
praying for the success of their arms, and so are we praying for the
success of our arms. If there were a God ready to hear and answer,
8) Yesterday (Sept.11) we read in the Sc. Lout. PosC-Di,pAtc:h: "In
a paper read yesterday to the Conference of Science, Religion, and Phi-

losophy, Albert Einstein said: 'It seems to me that the path to genuine
religiosity does not lie through the fear of life and the fear of death and
blind faith but through striving after rational knowlecue. . . • In their
struggle for the ethical good, teachers of rellJdon mustnave the stature
to ldve up the doctrine of a personal God, tliat is, give up that IIOU1'C8
of fear and hope which in the past placed such vast power In the hands
of priests. • • • The more a man ls imbued with the ordered ~ t y
of all event., the firmer becomes his conviction that there ls no room left
by the side of this ordered regularity for the causes of a different nstme.
For him neither the rule of human nor the rule of divine wlll exists u
an lnde_pendent cause of natural events.'" Is there any difference between the Fosdlck-Mathews-Lake faith In a God who has no control onr
the cosmic law and the creed of Einstein, wblch because of this ame
"ordered regulari~ of all events" calls for the abdication of a peraonal God?
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would lt not put Hhn ln a sore dilemma u to which petition He
lhou1d grant? • • • Stop the nomenalcal prac:tlce. Prayer is more
than UMJ.ea If there is a God, He will do u He sees fit, regardless
of the prayers of man.'" Again, how can you keep on trusting ln
the promise of God to hear all prayer when you have found many
of your prayers unanswered? Experience and reason prove the
futility and folly of prayer.
Prayer 1s "a mild form of Insanity." Kant, the great philosopher, said that. Satan's paramour goes into paroxisma of laughter
when she sees the Christian bow his head and pray: "give us this
day our daily bread." Luther should have had more sense than
to write this: "Each single Christian accomplishes such great things
that he can rule the whole world in divine matters, help all men and
perform the greatest works that ever were done on earth. . . . God
sustains the world for the Christian's sake. If there were no Christians on earth, no city or nation would have peace; yea, in one day
Satan would destroy everything on earth. That grain still is growing on the farms and people enjoy health, have their living, peace
and protection, they owe to the Christians. We are indeed poor
beggars, says St. Paul, 2 Cor. 6: 10, 'yet making many rich.' . . .
What the world has and can do it has as a loan from those beggars. . . . All that is given the world by God He gives because of
these beggars, so that all gifts are declared to be works and miracles
of the Christians. . . . I shall, says Christ, make of you who believe
in Me such lords that you shall bring about and achieve whatever
you desire, and shall with Me rule both spiritually over the souls
for their salvation and also through your prayer obtain and preserve all that is on earth, that men must receive these things at
your hands and, though they know it not, live on you.'' (VIII: 350 f.)
When Luther declares: "Just as the Christian Church is preserved
through God's Word and the ministry, so also lt 1s preserved through
the prayer of every Christian. We Christians are mighty warriors;
first, we who preach, and then you who pray. Diese zwei Stuecke
tun dem Teufel das Herzeleid an, wo man also fteissig predigt und
ernstlich betet" (XIII: 2000 f.), and declares this: "Though Turk,
Pope, Emperor, and all the gates of hell should oppose us, they
could not accomplish anything. . • . Since we can kill the devil with
prayer, why should we not be able to drive off Turk and Pope?"
(Il: 1645), yes, and this: ''Durch seln Koenigrelch ist der Christenmensch aller Dinge maechtig; durch seln Priestertum ist er Gottes
maechtig. Denn Gott tut, was er bittet und will, wie da steht geschrieben 1m Psalter, Ps. 145: 19" (XIX: 998), Kant and Einstein
and Fosdick cry out: Luther, thou art beside thyself; thy talk
indlcateth a mild form of insanity.
These are the spoutlngs of Liberalism, of unbelief, - and the
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ratiocinations of our own flesh. When our carnal mind tb1nb of
divine things, it produces Kantian thoughts. The Christian will
never M'I/ that prayer is useless, that God ia subject to the COIIDfc
laws; but in practice we often agree with Kant's and Foedlck'■
thesis, neglect prayer, and think: It ia useless; events mu■t take
their natural course. When insurmountable diflicultles confront 111,
we are not always ready to take God at His word and a■k Him to
do the impossible. Our reason keeps down our fervor. Our put
experience of prayers "unanswered" discourages us to continue in
prayer, - but it is our blind reason that speaks of unanswered
prayers. And sometimes our reason speaks the truth. It tell■ 111
that we have no right to ask favors of God in view of our ainfulnea
and ingratitude. And then it adds the lie: You have no right to
pray at all.
How shall we overcome these temptations of Satan to cut away
prayer because of its unreasonableness? It will help somewhat If
we remind him that his arguments are here, too, as all along the
line, unreasonable. There would be some sense in decrying prayer
only if there were no personal God. But BS long BS reason aclmlta
the existence of God, - and it does that, - it must admit that God
can hear prayer and perform miracles. God means Omnipotence
and Omniscience. A god who is bound by the rule that 2X2=4 is
not God. "Do not tell Jesus that common arithmetic and the laws
of supply and demand will not permit Him to feed five thousand
men with five loaves." (See p. 758 above.) God's arithmetic
and economics is Higher Arithmetic and Higher F.conomic:s.11 To
say that God cannot hear prayer, is not even sound reason.
But that is not enough. We need, in addition, to realize the
wickedness our rationalizing flesh is perpetrating. Harboring the
thought that God cannot hear every prayer is setting reason above
revelation and making our puny intelligence the measure of God'■
wisdom and might. That is a form of idolatry. And when our
flesh thinks it does not need God's almighty help in every work we
undertake, even the least, and takes up the chant: "I am the master
of my fate; I am the captain of my soul," we are again committing
7) See also Walther, Gfladen,1ahT, p.169 f.: "To many people It lfflDI
a vain thought to expect their prayer to be granted. From eternity, they
uy, that whlc:h is to happen haa been determined. Who, then, can be IO
presumptuous as to imagine that his prayer will bring about a change in
the divine government of the world? Who can hope that hi■ prayer will
influence the immutable God and induce Him to change His will? But
thne people do not consider that God can grant all our petitions w.lthout
•tting aside His eternal counsels; (or, since God is omnilcient and allwiae, He has known &om etemity,~ot
onl that and how we are Finl
to p~, but from eternity He has
all thlnp ln such a manner,
and ven them auch a place in His p
for the
t of the
wor: , that just those events must come to pus w ~ f o r . "
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Rlf-delftcatlon. Moreover, all tb1a gives the lie to Christ's sweet
promises.

And consider the harm of it. We are depriving ourselves of
peat and wonderful blessings through llstenlng to Satan's paramour and falling tG ask for these blessings. Wont of all, our faith
is in mortal danger. Faith lives on God's Word, and when Satan
aims to put God's Word and promise out of our mind, he is aiming
a mortal stroke at the life of faith. And faith cannot live unless it
Is exercised. Doubt, if unchecked, will ultimately destroy faith.
'°The old evil Foe means deadly woe."
Nor is that enough. The strategy of the Christian warfare consists in doing the very thing Satan would dissuade us from doing.
The more he ridicules God's promise, the more stubbornly we
shall cling to it. The more he deals In common mathematics and
common economics, the more we make of the Higher Mathematics
and F..conomics at the disposal of God - and of the believing
petitioner. Do not parley with Satan, but "take the shield of faith,
wherewith ye shall be able to quench all the fiery darts of the
wicked," Eph. 8: 16.
A second fiery dart: Satan would have us base our assurance of
salvation, of the grace of God, of the forgiveness of sins, on our
feelings, sensations, and experience, and not on the bare promise of
God's Word. That strikes at the very vitals of faith. For faith lives
on the Word.
·
The opinion is widely spread that we cannot be sure of God's
grace unless we feel "grace" in our hearts. When a man admits
that he feels nothing but the wrath of God and cannot evoke joyful sensations, he is told that he is, at least for the time being, In
the state of wrath. Great churches, great preachers, take this view
of the matter, and Satan would have every Christian take this view.
All of us are inclined to do it. Our carnal heart would rather believe in what it sees and feels than in what God's Word tells us.
That is because the theology of our flesh is the theology of
rationalism. It is a most reasonable assumption that, if your sins
are forgiven and heaven is opened to you, nothing but heavenly
joy can be in your heart. And reason takes nothing on trust. It
must see and feel before it can be sure of a thing. - We are here
dealing with a subtle form of rationalism. In a sermon on 1 Cor.
15: 1 ff. Luther declares: "If you are not ready to believe that the
Word is worth more than all you see and feel, then reaaon. haa
blinded f afth. So the resurrection of the dead is something that
must be believed. I do not feel the resurrection of Christ, but the
Word affirms it. I feel sin, but the Word says that it is forgiven to
those who believe. I see that Christians die like other men, but
the Word tells me that they shall rise again. So we must not be
52
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guided by our own feellnp but by the Word." (Quoted In A.Koeberle, Tl,e Queat for Holmcu, p. 79.) When a man refuses to believe any Christian truth unless he sees and feels it, and when the
Christian hesitates to trust the Word of absolution In the Gospel
and the Sacraments because bis senses do not confinn it, reucm
is dominating the thoughta of both of them. It is certalnly a fmm
of rationalism when a believer makes bis own experience and Im
own judgment based thereon the basis of bis trust. And it la the
pride of reason, inherent in our ftesh, that tempts us to do so.
We shall not elaborate this last point-the pride of reuonbut use all our time to point out the deadly harm resulting from
the reliance on feeling. Only the Word of God can sustain faith
and produce divine assurance. Our feelings, our heavenly sensations, cannot serve as the foundation of faith. For they are
variable. At times they completely vanish, and the man who makes
them his trust must despair. ''My friends, do you think you can
control your feelings? I am sure, if I could control my feellnp.
I never would have any bad feelings; I would always have good
feelings. But bear in mind: Satan may change our feelinp fifty
times a day, but he cannot change the Word of God; and what
we want is to build our hopes of heaven upon the Word of God.
When a poor sinner is coming up out of the pit and just ready to
get his feet upon the Rocle of Ages, the devil sticks out a plank
of feelings and says, 'Get on that'; and when he puts his feet on
that, down he goes again. Take one of these texts: 'He that heantll
M'II Wonl and believeth on Him that sent Me, hath everlasting life
and shall not come into condemnation but is passed &om death
unto life.' That roclc is higher than my feelings. And what we
need is to get our feet upon the roclc, and the Lord will put a new
song in our mouths.'' (D. L. Moody, quoted in BibZiotheca Sacra,
1936, p.186.) 8> Again, our feelings are often deceptive. Men have
committed great crimes as a consequence of taking their feelinp,
theiT sense of right, for their guide. And not every feeling of
devotion, not every religious emotion, not every song in the heart,
8) The same thoughts are expressed in The Rfc:he1 of Hu Grace,
pp.143ff., by John Schmidt (Lutheran pastor in Blacklbu~, VL): "Nor
am I more successful when I seek to build upon my feelino. Ju the
plantation Negroes sang, 'Sometimes I'm up; 10metimel I'm down.' Our
feelings are too inconstant, too variable, to give me the aaurance I leek.
. . . So long u we seek security in ounefves, we shall fail. No permanent assurance and consequently no lasting peace of beart can be
found until we can find a certain footing beyond ounelves. . . • Our
certainty lies here: 'Not that we loved God, but that Be 1ovecl us and
Rnt His Son to be the Propitiation for our sins,' 1 John 4:10. The foundation upon which the Christian life resta is not my love but Bis, not my
faith but His faithfulness, not my 1oodnea but His mercy. These thlnp
do not chaJJge. My Jove and devotion may be cooled by some wind of
temptation,n etc,
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II • product of the Holy Spirit. The Evil Spirit can produce
• counterfelt.'> And what will happen in the hour when you find
natblng In yc,ur heart but fear and doubt and despair? Such dark
houn come to all Chrlstiam. ''I said In my haste: I am cut of!
from before Thine eyes," Pa. 81:22. "All Thy waves and Thy
hlllowa are gone over me. . • • Why hut Thou forgotten me?"
Pa. 42: 7, 9. '"Ihe sorrows of death compassed me, and the pains
of hell pt hold upon me," Ps.118: 3. He la undone who takes his
feellnp for his guide. It la impossible that faith ahould endure
If it la baaed on feeling, and so Satan would persuade us to plant
ounelves upon thla foundation. "He la Indeed the Wicked One;
that is, he is crafty, and fiery are his darts; he is most subtle In
drawing man away from that which is not seen in order to hold
him to that which is seen. He would have him be guided by
what he feels, not by that which he does not feel But he feels
that he is forsaken [by God]; he does not feel that he is elected.
If, then, he goes by his feeling, it is impossible that he can maintain
himself." (Luther, IV: 1268.)
There is only one foundation of our faith: God's Word and
promise, and so Satan aims to keep us away from the Word. Let
those who think that it does not accord with reason to build their
assurance on the Word, unseen and unfelt, and would rather rely on
their senses and sensations, realize that their faith is in mortal peril.
Let them take Luther's - and Christ's -warning to heart: "God
will not permit us to rely on anything or to cling with our hearts
to anything that is not Christ revealed in His Word, no matte,- ho10
holy and full of the Spirit it may aeem. Faith has no otheT gTOUnd
on. which to take its stand. •.. We should remember that we must
seek Christ in His Father's house and business: we must simply
cling to the Word of the Gospel alone, which shows us Christ aright
and teaches us to know Him.••. You must say with Christ: What
does it mean that you are running hither and thither, that you
torment yourselves with anxious and sad thoughts, imagining that
God will not keep you in His grace and that there is no longer any
Christ for you? Why do you refuse to be satisfied unless you find
Him in yourselves and have the feeling of being holy and without
sin? You will never succeed; all your toil will be labor lost. . . .
9) "Forsaking the terra :/inna. of objective certainties, where God
bu revealed the truth 1n definite terms, where the truth of God's own
Word guarantees absolute c:ertainty, this method of arriving at the truth
(bulng on the believer's experience and judgment, on the judgment of
a fallible human being) 11ets the soul adrift on the sea of subjective uncertainty and unreliability. . . . The sinner la looking for the saving
truth and is told to listen to the song 1n his heart. How shall he know
whether it is the sweet voice of Jesus or the deceptive word of Satan?
And what shall he do In the ~ of distrea when he finds nothing 1n
his heart but doubt and despair? (Coxe:. Tmor.. lllolft'ID.Y, X: 579.)
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You are being guided by your feeling and think you can apprehend
Him with your thoughta. You must come to the place where time
is neither your own nor any man's bmdnea, but ,God's bualne8I and
government, namely, to His Word." (XI: 453 f.)10>
We repeat it. Faith lives on the Word, and Satan is aiming 1D
destroy our faith by diverting us from the Word to aomethlng iD
ourselves. Hear Luther once more: "Another quality of faith ii
that it waives previous knowledge and assurance of its wortbiDea
to receive the grace of God and to be heard by Him. That II what
doubters do who reach out after God and try Him. They are
groping after God similarly to a blind man groping along a wall;
they first of all want to feel and be certified that He cannot escape
them. The Epistle to the Hebrews, in chap. 11, says: 'Faith II a
sure confidence in things hoped for, not judging things by what
they appear to be.' That means, faith clings to things that it does
not see, feel, or apprehend by means of the senses. It is rather
a trusting reliance on God, on whom it II willing to risk and stake
everything, not doubting that it will come out winner. The outcome certifies the correctness of such trust and the feeling and
sensation will come to him unsought and undesired in and through
this same believing." (Xl:1577.)11> Oh, what fools Satan and bis
paramour make of us - getting us to make the result of our
assurance the basis of our assurance!
"Diese Erfahrungen oder die besonderen Vorgaenge und Gefuehle in der Seele . • • sind gar herrliche Gaben Gottes; aber wer
darauf die Vergebung baut, hat au£ Sand gebaut." (Walther, Die
luth. Leh.re 11on der Rechtf., p. 85 f.) It is a foundation of sand for
the reasons mentioned. But also for this additional reason: Trusting in your feelings is trusting in something within yourself, something of your own. These Spirit-wrought feelings are blessed gifts,
gifts indeed, but they come under the category of gmti4 infu,a, and
building salvation on the gratia. infusa. is making the certainty and
10) Read the entire passage! You will find it, in translation, In
Walther, Tl&e PToper Dfatinction between lA,a cind Gospel, p. 205. And
be sure to study the entire section in Walther's book treating Thesis IX:
"The Word of God is not rightly divided when sinnen who have been
struck down and terrified by the Law are directed not to the Word and
the Sacraments but to their own prayen and wrestlings with God in order
that they may win their way into a state of grace; in other words, when
they are told to keep on praying and strugllng until they feel that God
has received them into grace," pages 127--207.
11) ''The feeling and sensation will come." God pves His chllclren
seasons of refreshment, when they taste and feel His goodness, sweet
peace 6ll1ng their hearts and the .6re of love and zeal bunting forth In
mflht;y flames. We thank God for these experiences. But do not tum
these blessinp into a cune by making them the ground of your faith.
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hope of aalvatlon dependent cm something in whlch you have
• put. It is virtually the deadly poison of aalvation through the
Law; it leads men to trust in their acquirements and acblevementa.
Do you not see Satan's wiles and guile? The opl71io legia inheres in
ua by nature. Reason can see nothing but salvation through works.
And it flatters our pride to feel that we have contributed something
to our own salvation. And if Satan can get us to take this position
and ntaln. it, we are undone. Faith which trusts in any degree in
a human achievement, and let it be a Spirit-given. acquirement, is
not the Christian faith. Hear Dr. Pieper on this point: "It is necessary to call attention to the fact that also those Chr1atiana who
theoretically teach correctly on the means of grace and, as a rule,
also believe correctly nevertheless in their practice u to themselt,ea
only too often forget the means of grace. Thia happens whenever
they attempt to base the certainty of grace, or the remission of sins,
on the feeling of grace, or the gTG,tia in.fuaa, instead of basing it on
God's promise in the objective means of grace. We are all born
enthusiasts.... We look into our 01.D11. heart and seek to measure
God.'• disposition to us by our own thoughts and moods. . . . Christianity is a
singular religion, not natural, native, indigenous
to us. . • . Innate in us is the opinio legia, the religion of the Law.
If we observe virtue in us, we regard God as gracious. If we see
sin in us and our conscience condemns us because of it, we imagine
that God is minded to reject us. . . . Then only do we live our
spiritual life on the right basis and in agreement with the singularity of the Cl&riatia.n religion, if we, to speak with Luther, 'flee out
of ourselves,' and base our faith in the grace of God on the means
of grace lying outside of us." (Op. cit., m: 154 f. W. Albrecht's
translation, III: 85 f.) Hear Bishop W. Alexander: "The origin of
emotionalism is the desire of having the feelings touched, partly
from sheer love of excitement, partly from an idea that, if and
10hen. we have worked up certain emotions to a fixed point, we
are saved and safe. This reliance upon feelings is in the last
analysis reliance upon self. It ia a form. of salvation by 1D01'ks; for
feelings are inward actions...." (Tile Epiatle• of St. John., p.194, on
1 John 3:16-18.) And Dr. Walther closes his discussion of Thesis IX
with the words: "In the last analysis it would mean that I make
myself my savior. (Op. cit., p. 207.) Back of the reliance on feeling
is the opinio legia. There is deadly peril in it.
As we value our soul's salvation, we must be guided by John
20: 29: "Blessed are they that have not seen and yet have believed," and 1 John 3: 20: "If our heart condemn us, God is greater
than our heart." Against these fiery darts "You are in grace, for
you feel grace; you are under wrath, for you feel God's wrath"
we need to take up the shield of faith and, though the arguments
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of Satan sound plausible and flatter our flesh, stubbomly 11, cliDI
to the bare Word and declare: ''I cling to what my Savior tau,ht
And trust it, whether felt or not."
Again, Satan assaults our faith by creating doubts in our hea1I
as to the truth and reliability of God's gracious promise to bep
us in faith, and this dart, too, is dipped in the 1etbal po1acm of
rational considerations and logical objections. He reminds us of
the many temporary believen and asks us: Are you any better
than these other Christians who did not persevere? And when we
admit that we are not, he asks: What guaranty have you that
God will preserve you? That promise: "He which hath begun
a good work in you will perform it until the day of Jesus Christ,•
Phil. I: 6, cannot be taken at its face value; otherwise those other
believers would not have fallen away. Satan further asks ua:
Have you never read Phil. 2: 12? There is something said there
about "fear and trembling"; there is something wrong with your
"assurance." You are "persuaded that neither death nor life nor
any other creature shall be able to separate" you from God? (Rom.
8: 38). Paul could not have meant real assurance, full certainty;
just read 1 Cor. 9: 27: "lest that by any means I myself should be
a castaway." Paul knew that he might fall away. How, then, can
a man, Satan triumphantly concludes, be sure of his final salvation when he knows, absolutely, that the danger of apostasy 11
a real one? That would be contrary to all laws of human psychology. Men are not so constituted that they can know that they
may fall away and can know that they will not fall away.
There is force in these argumentations of Satan. They trouble
the Christians, raise doubts in their hearts, doubts which are
aflame with hellish torment. And if these arguments are not
answered, we shall cast away those glorious promises. How, then,
shall we answer them? We cannot answer them by means of
logic. But we have an answer and that is: We spit upon logic.
When Satan's paramour told us that the teachings of the Bible are
against reason and logic, we said: " 'I spit on the philosophy that
cannot see beyond "two plus two equals four." ' There are ways to
truth other than the way of logic." (See p. 759 above.) And
when she now tells us that according to the laws of psychology fear,
real fear, and trust, real trust, cannot be in the same heart, that
consequently either those passages of Scripture which warn against
defection or those passages (preferably those) which guaranty
12) Luther: "Wenn der Mensch nun handelt nach se1nem Fuehlen,
., 1st es unmoeglich, class er erhalten werde. Duum handle er nacb
dem Glauben, das heisst, ohne auf sein Fuehlen zu achten, und werde
gegen dlese Lllesterungen, welche der Satan in seinem Herzen erre,t, wle
ein unbn,egUcher Klotz." (IV:1288.)
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IPlmt defec:tlon must be eJlm•nated or mocJ•fled. we say: We spit
upon psycbc,Ic,gy.

There Is a Higher Paycholoo guiding the
we take both series
of puspges at their full value. God's wamJ.np and God's promises
are both true, and He has created ln His Christlans the wonderful
faculty to take both to heart. The Christian has learned the wonderful art of distinguishing between the Law and the Gospel And
through the power of the Holy Spirit he applies the warnlngs when
he finds hbnaelf beset by carnal security, and the promises when
he needs comfort. We cannot solve the difficulty intellectually, but
God solves lt for us miraculously. In spite of the protest of Satan
that lt cannot be done we fear and we trust. We trust God's
promise to keep us though reason lnslsts that He has not always
kept His promlse.111

Chriatlan. According to Christian psychology

13) What we are trying to aay ls this: "So, then, the Christian ls
dlvided into two times. In that he is flab, he ls under the t.w; ln that
he ls Spirit, he ls under grace. • • • Wherefore, if thou behold nothing
but the flesh, thou shalt abide always under the time of the i.w. But
these daya must be shortened, or else no flesh should be 1&ved. The
Law muat have his time appointed; it must have his end. The time of
the Law, therefore, is not perpetual, but hath his end in Jesus Christ. •••
Thus doth Paul very well distinguish the time of the i.w and grace.
Let us also learn rightly to dlstlngulsh the time of them both, not in
words but ln the inward affecUons which v a Vfftl hanl mAHeT. For
albeit these t.wo things are separate far asunder; yet are they most nearly
joined together ln one heart. Nothing ls joined more nearly together
than fear and trust, than the i.w ancf the Gospel, than 11ln and grace;
for they are 110 united together, that the one ls swallowed up of the other.
Wherefore there ill no mathematical conjuncUon" (relation lmown to
logical thinking) "like unto this." (Luther, IX: 452 f.) And this: "Damit
der Christ diese rechte Mittelstrasse innehaelt, muu er zwischen der
'Zelt des Gesetzea' und der 'Zcit der Gnade' untencheiden koennen. 'Zeit
da Gesetzea' illt, wean in meinem Gewiaen oder ln melnem Fleillche die
Suende aufwacht. 'Zcit der Gnade' dagegen illt, wenn Herz und Gewiaen befriedet und erlTeut llind durch
goettliche
du
Verheillllunpwort.
Zwlschen diesen
beiden 'Zeiten,' die, moegen Ille auch begrifDic:h au&
ldante untenchiedcn sein, doch in der Wir1clfchlcett da JMVChilchen
Lebena auf• innfgste verbunden llind, muu der Christ allmaehllch unterllCheiden lemen; denn in der 'Zeit de11 Gesetzes' muu er llich an die Gnade
halt.en, um nicht der Verzweifiung preillgegeben zu seln; ln der 'Zeit der
Gnade' muss er llich am Gesetze prue!en, um nlcht venneaen zu werden."
(E. Schott, Flefsch und Geist T111Ch Luthen Lehn, p. 79.) Also this:
"We have here confronting 11 d.lJBculty which cannot be dealt with by
logical deductlon but only t'C!cillsticc1Ut1, Logical conllideraUona cannot
aerve beca111e we here have before ua a relaUon which-in the words
of Luther- bu no counterpart ln all mathematlcll. We must remember
that not only the Law but also the Gospel deals with the Christian. And
our dillicult,y will be solved by clistlnguishing between the i.w and the
Goapel. '.nie Christian realizes the clanger of defection • • • and is filled
with fear. But according to God's will and command thia state of mind
muat eeczn 11.11 aoon u the wamlngs againat defection have accompllahecl
their JIUl'POR, caused the Christian to dapair of his own powers and to
completely humble himself before God. And such a one must now take
up the Gospel That prom.in• him that God will, solelv through grace,
keep him ln faith. He ill to believe this promise and he
belvve ft.

do••
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Let us ever be on our guard! Satan Is entlclng us to leave our
safe retreat, the Word of God, and argue out the matter with him
on rational grounds. That would be our undoing. Listen to
Luther: "I have learned through sad experience that, when Satu
catches me away from Scripture, when I begin to Indulge my own
thoughts and let them teach me heavenly th1np, he will get me
into a place that I no longer know where God Is and where I am.
God would have us learn and retain the truth In this way, that we
disregard reason and all own thoughts and feeling and cllng to the
Word alone." (Sermon on John 16: 17.) .Mixing reason with Scripture, interpreting the Gospel by the Law, - to Scripture-logic that
is a form of sophistry,-is ''mixing heaven and hell, life and death";
"it is making hell out of heaven and heaven out of hell" (Luther,
XVIII:1787; XXII:497).
And now for the fiercest, the deadliest and the most insidious
assault of Satan: he mobilizes all the forces of carnal reason to keep
us away from the Gospel, to keep us from accepting the !Tee forgiveness of our sins. It is his fiercest assault, for he hates nothing
so much as the article of justification by grace, through faith. The
deadliest, for this is the very life of faith; that by which a man
becomes God's child and the Christian remains God's child ls trust
in the gracious, the free Gospel-promise. And the most insidious,
for he operates with the truth; he uses and misapplies the truth of
• • . This prncUcal solution of the logical cWJiculty will not IDtls(y the
cUalecUcion. Men will still imagine thot, if the poalbWty of defection II
granted, there con be no assurance of solvaUon; ond vice vena, If a man
is certain of his perseverance, he will not seriously consider the poalbility thot he may fall away. But such monipulations are contrary to
Scripture ond contrary to Christian experience. . . . The blessed truth
is that according to God's will the Gospel remoins the Christian'• n&nat,
to which he ever returns as to his spirituol home. And dwelling In the
Gospel, he is confident of his preservation." (Pieper, LehH u. \Vehn, fl,
p. 559 f.) The Christian's logic is able to soy to Satan when he brinp
up the matter of the temporary believers: That is a foreign matter, and
I shall simply not listen. Apology of the Formula. of Ccmc:onf: "They
object that we weaken the general promises in thot the Book of Co11COTd
declares that some of the converted are lost, while confessing that the
salvation of the believers is assured. TM• f• bringing '" a fonig" matter.•
(Quoted in Proceedb1g•, We•tern. Dlat., 1879, p.103.) In these same Proceeding• Dr. Walther says, p. 65 f.: "Now, it is 1Rid, against this doctrine
of the certainty of election the fact thot there are such as believe for
a time is a veritable iron wall. . • • That objection is nothing but a mere
rationalistic inference [eln bloae,o Vemun/tac:Jduu], which sball not
overthrow these precious promises. True, we cannot 111lve the seemlnl
contradiction concerning temporary believers; for we are wretched [annnHge] creatures. But this should not move us to overthrow the dear
Word of God and rob us and Christendom of such an exc:eedin,ly mmforting doctrine. . . . The apostle is not at all concerned about tem~ry
believers. Yes, thot is the correct treatment of temporary believers: Do
not trouble yourself about them; only in so far u you take them for
a warning example that you may not become a temporary believer."
(Translation in Pn>ceec:H,ag1, Tezu Dfff., 1938, p.19 f.)
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the Law to cut doubt upon the truth of the Gospel His argument 11: Since the Law is God's eternal truth and the Law declares
that the sinner is damned, a Gospel which offers free salvation to

the sinner cannot be true. And at once our reason sides with Satan.
Human reason cannot accept the truth that God is both holy
and gracious, that He hates the sinner and loves the sinner. Reason
finds such a contradictory statement lntolerable.Hl It cannot accept it, mainly because it toill not accept it. Logic is not so much
in the way as the aversion of the ftesh to the concept of a gracious
God, of salvation by grace alone. Carnal reason knows of no other
way of salvation than by way of the Law. Proud reason will hear
of no other way. "Human reason naturally admires these [works]
• • . and dreams accordingly that these works merit remission of
slns and justify. This opinion of the Law (opinio legia) inheres by
nature in men's minds. . . . Human wisdom gazes at the Law and
seeks in it justification" (Apolo(11J, pp.197.183.)JG> And the ftesh
within the believer harbors the same sentiments, the same illusion.
We will not utter these thoughts after the manner of gross rationalism (see June number, p. 422 ff.), but the creed of the rationalist
Paulus and the Modernist Fosdick and the pagan Fronto expresses
the faith of our carnal reason, our proud flesh. The consequence
is that the satanic logic: The Law condemns every transgression;
thou hast transgressed the Law: therefore thou art damned, is invincible - so long as we ore fools enough to fight it out with Satan
on the lines of logic, so long as we give reason a voice in divine
matters.
Luther was not fool enough to do it. He employed, and we
need to employ, a Higher Logic. "Satan is such an accomplished
juggler that he can easily abolish the difference and make the Law
force itself into the place of the Gospel and 'Uice vef'sa. We often
14) "Luther aays of the Law and the Goapel that 'they are disparate
in the highest degree and are more than contradictories.' Luther is
entirely correct. Law and Gospel ore absolute opposites. Their relation
is that of yes and no. . . . According to His jU8tlce God sentences sinners
to hell; according to His grace He opens heaven to the same sinner in
the aame condition. How both attributes, or '&stimmtheiten,' form
a 'higher unit' in the one indivisble: God is beyond our intellectual
cognition." (Pieper, op. cit., pp. 268, 295.)
15) Luther: "As touching the words, the distinction [between Law
and Goapel] is easy, but in time of temptation thou shalt find the Gospel
but u a stranger and rare guest in thy conscience; but the Law, contrariwbe, thou shalt find a familiar and a continual dweller within thee,
f'or reason hath the knowledge of the Law naturally." (IX:161.)
H. Diem: "Darwn gehoeren Gesetz und alter Mensch zusammen; du
helat, du Gesetz 1st der Dauergut. in umenn Gewlaen und ist miC
t&ftffrff Vem1&nf& vench,ooren. Luther, Welmarer Ausg.,44
40,Refchen,
I,
und vcm den.
(Luthen Lehn
zaad
p.163.) Luther: "This evil
is 10 deeply rooted in 1.18 that human reason is unable to rid itself of the
phantasm of active, its own, righteoumea." (IX: 18.)
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meet with people in their Jut agony who with a atrlcken conaclence seize a few sayings which they suppose to be Goape], whfle
in reality they are Law, and thus forfeit the consolation of the
Gospel, for instance, the statements in Matt. 19: 17 and '1: 21. • • •
Theoretically this distinction is easily made, but in the hour of
death and in perils we find that we are but poor dialedlciam and
cannot stand our ground when the question is raised what we have
done and what we ought to have done, when the Law accuses 111:
This the Lord has commanded you to do, but you did the very
opposite; therefore thou wilt be damned according to the sentence
of the Lawgiver (Deut. 27: 26). But cz good didec:ticicm dfstlnguishes between the Law and the Gospel; he admits that be bu
not fulfilled the Law, but declares: From this premise the conclusion does not follow that I must despair and be damned. For
the Gospel bids me to believe in Christ and trust in His works and
righteousness." (IV: 2077 f.) "Be a good dialectlc1an and tell the
Law: Stay where you belong; you are in charge of the flesh; but
do not dare to touch my conscience." (IX: 26.) The logic of faith
operates with Rom. 10: 4; 2 Cor. 3: 11; Gal 3: 23 f. The Gospel Is
the "Higher Word," and the conclusions of the "lower word" no
longer count. ''Therefore, when the Law accuses me that I have
not done this or that, that I am unrighteous and written down a
sinner in God's debt-book, I must confess that all of it is true. But
the conclusion 'Therefore you are damned' I must not admit but in
strong faith struggle against it and say: According to the Law,
which imputes my guilt to me, I am indeed a poor, lost sinner, but
I appeal from the Law to the Gospel; for God has given another
word over and above the Law, called the Gospel. . . . The Law has
come to an end. For as the lesser work it should and must give
place to the Gospel. Both are God's Word; but one is lower, the
other is higher; one is weaker, the other stronger; one is lesser, the
other greater. When, now, they wrestle with each other, I follow
the Gospel and say, Good-by, Law!" (IX:806ff.) That is the logic:
of faith. And unless we employ it, we are undone.
But it is so hard to employ it. Reason, our own reason, our
flesh, rises in all its might against this strange logic.10> Our self18) Luther: "We have against us even the one half of ourselves, that
is to say, reason and all the powers thereof." (IX:95.) "He that tblnb
it is a simple matter might learn something &om what has happened
to me. On several oc:casiona Satan caught me when I wu not tJimJdnl
of this chief thing and troubled me with Scripture-passa~ IO that
heaven and earth 6ecame too narrow for me. There all manI work and
laws were right. and there was nothing wrong with the Papacy. • • •
Therefore, dear brother, be not puffed up; be not too mre and secure,
thinking you know Christ well. You are hearing what I am confessln&.
what Satan achieved against me, who aure1y should be a Doctor In thlii
art." (V: 1171. See also XXII: 788, etc:.)
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rllhteoua :reason spits upon these words of Luther: ''The true
knowledge of Christ, or faith, disputeth not whether thou hast done
1ood works to righteousness or evil works to condemnation, but
almp]y concludeth after this sort: If thou hast done good works,
thou art not therefore justified; or If thou hast done evil works,
thou art not therefore condemned." (IX: 619.) Our sanctimonious
flesh declares that Luther blasphemed when he wrote: "It is
wonderful. And the world cannot conceive of it that Christians
should be lmtructed not to know the Law and so to live before
God as though there were absolutely no Law." (IX:20.) It ls hard,
In the hour of temptation and aflllctlon, to employ the logic of faith.
We muat fight to the death to do it.
Indeed, it is a life-and-death struggle. Reason must dle,lT>
or faith dies. If a man is not willing to crucify his reason, blind it,
kill it, he cannot retain the Gospel of the free forgiveness of sin;
h1a faith will die.
Raffo inimim fidei! Luther is not speaking of gross rationalism,
which destroys every single article of faith. He is speaking of the
rationalistic poison Satan is ever injecting into the heart of the
Chriatian. The entire passage reads: "Wherefore in this case away
with reason, which is an enemy to faith, which also in temptatlom
of sin and death leaneth not to the righteousness of faith (for
thereof it is entirely ignorant) but to her own righteousness, or,
at the least, to the righteousness of the Law. Now, as soon as the
Law and reason join together, faith loseth her virginity, for
nothing fighteth more strongly against faith than the Law and
reason. And these two enemies cannot be conquered but with great
labor and difficulty; which we must conquer notwithstanding if we
will be saved." (IX:157.) "Nos occidimus nmcmem!"
Let us pray. "Lord, our God, most graciously didst Thou give
ua Thy holy, unerring Word to be a lamp unto our feet and a light
upon our path. Preserve us from making our blind reason or the
opinion of the wicked world our guide. Grant us grace that by
the aid of Thy Holy Spirit we may follow Thy Word alone, departing from it neither to the right nor to the left, until, having
escaped all the dangers that threaten our souls, we shall have
arrived at the end of our pilgrimage and have come into blissful
communion with Thee in heaven. Grant our prayer for the sake of
Jesus Christ, Thy dear Son, our Lord and Savior. Amen." (Walther, Churc1l-membe,-ship, p. 90.)
TIL ENGELDER

"°"

17) Luther: "Si T'Ado sol mich lenn, qwire
cwiicimus evcm11•Hum ei libnim ,crip&urae? Na. pMedfmmus czlfqufd hohff qua.m ndo
et oc:c:mDIUS RAnonx." (Weimar ed., 47, p. 844.) H. Diem adds the remark: "Die Vemunft muss sterhen, wenn anders die Predigt des in
Cbrlstus vom Himmel auf die Erde gekommenen Gottes gelten solL Aber
ale ltirbt nlcht durch Selbstmord, sondern win! getoetet." (L. c.)
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